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T

hree-quarters of a century ago the

Egyptian Air Force photographed
the Giza Plateau. The photo is now in the
Cairo Museum. Just above the inset photo
of the Sphinx is an obvious head.
oes it indicate a between-space entry
point to a Hidden Continent? Is

D

that entry point to be found through a
doorway between the legs of the

I

n Jim

Sphinx?

McPherson’s PHANTACEA

Mythos the answer to both questions is
yes!

Honestly, I didn’t make it all up.
Just most of it!

PHANTACEA is the Greek word for imagination. In print and
online the PHANTACEA Mythos has been in existence since I
published my first comic book in 1977.
What became of the gods?
Did they die out after the onset of
monotheism because folks stopped
believing in them? Were they
banished to another world? Maybe
they were fallen angel devils and

From this angle two of Abu Simbel’s
stone colossi suggest PHANTACEA’s
Male and Female Entities

returned to the stars, the heavens,
from whence they first fell. Or
maybe they moved en masse to the
subcontinent of India. After all, most
Indians still have a pantheon.
They call their gods ‘devas’.
Drop the ‘a’, think the ’v’ as a ‘u’,
and you’ve got ‘devs’, ‘deus’, the
Latin word for God. A light bulb went
off in my head. Head? That’s where
they went. To the Head, a continental
Headworld!
But whose Headworld? It had
to be a really, really old, um, entity.
Who was the world’s oldest named
deity? I still don’t have an answer
to that but, probably in Grade Six,
I read about something called the
Sed Ceremony. As long ago as the
First Dynasty, if not earlier, Egyptian
pharaohs celebrated it in the city of
On, what the Classical Greeks had as
Heliopolis, Sun City.
Sed-On … Sedon. Brilliant!
Sedon’s Head it is then. The word

When the Egyptian Air Force took this
shot of the Giza Plateau, the head-shape
was a parking lot.

‘Sedon’ looks and sounds a little like
Satan whereas ‘devs’ appears to be
the Sanskrit root for ‘devil’. Bingobongo, the Moloch (‘King’) Sedon
has to be the Devil and his Headworld
has to look like his head. And that’s
how the Inner Earth of Sedon’s Head
came into being.
The Romans were big on Sol
Invictus, whom its soldiery identified
with a god named Mithras. The Indian
Vedas have a Mithras, the Persian
Avesta does, too, and the Treaty of
Kadesh, the oldest extant peace treaty

Quoth the Aussie: “Never Moh!”
On our Egyptian tour were a pair of young Australian newlyweds. Hubby called
his lovely wife ‘Breezy’ for some reason. I found out why on our donkey trek out
of the Valley of the Kings when she started calling her donkey the ‘Moh’-word.
Much to our consternation one of the trail guards took strong exception. He followed us uphill and downhill shouting: “Never Mohammed!” over and over again.
Believe me those guards pack some heavy iron.
Self-evidenty her nickname was Breezy because she was a complete airhead!
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in the world, named Mithras as its
guarantor.
Mithras was commonly
paired with Varuna as Mitravaruna.
Varuna is a cognate of Uranus, the
father of Titanic Kronos (Saturn)
and, therefore, the grandfather of
Olympian Zeus (Jupiter). As near as
I can make out the ancient Persians,
as well as the Zoroastrians or
Parsis of today, had a third part to
Mitravaruna. In other words, they
had a Trinity of their own.
That’d be Ahriman, which
I’ve also seen spelled Aryanman,
as in the Aryan Nation of India
and, um again, swastika fame.
Here we have the VAM Entity:
Varuna Ahriman Mithras. Here we
also have, in Ahriman, aka Judge
Druj (‘Druj’ means ‘the Lie’),
PHANTACEA‘s Daemonicus, the
Smiling Fiend or, most simply,
Smiler.
In the comic book series
Smiler is more often than not
addressed as Rhadamanthys. The
fabled Rhadamanthys, one of three
sons of Zeus by Phoenician Europa
(hence Europe), is a character from
Greco-Cretan mythology. Along with
brother Minos he became a Judge of
the Dead. In PHANTACEA, when
he manifests himself, and they can
consequently remember he exists,
most of my characters address him as
‘Judge’. Me, I’ve always thought of
him as Bad Rhad.
As covered in the graphic
novel, Sedon has three sons and three
daughters, the Thrygragos Brothers

and the Trigregos Sisters. Together
they are referred to as the Six Great
Gods. As further detailed in various
web-serials I’ve published online,
his daughters are actually his sisters.
Similarly, two of his ‘sons’ turn out
to be his brothers.

The third ‘son’, Thrygragos
Varuna Mithras, is in reality twothirds of his first set of offspring.
(All devils are born simultaneously,
in broods of three, by the three Great
Goddesses.) The third member of
that first threesome is – who else?
Ahriman, Smiler, Bad Rhad!
So here I am in Egypt. I saw
the Sedon-like head on the aerial
photograph of the Giza Plateau in
the Cairo Museum. I went inside the
Great Pyramid and photographed
the moribund Androsphinx. (In

Thrygragos Sedon and his three firstborn, the VAM Entity? If so, then the arrow
points to PHANTACEA’s version of Ahriman, the Smiling Fiend, Bad Rhad!

PHANTACEA a between-space link
to the Hidden Headworld goes from
Egypt’s non-winged He-Sphinx to
All of Incain, a winged, anything
except moribund She-Sphinx.) I
made it through riots in Cairo that
marked the beginning of the stillongoing Palestinian Intifada. I got
spat at by a schoolgirl in Luxor,
whose laughing, bigger buddies
congratulated her with some
American-style high-fives.
I endured a donkey ride to
and from the Valley of the Kings.
The flight to reconstructed Abu
Simbel was tummy-jarring. I’ve just
seen the famous set of four immense
stone figures, one of which has
tumbled down and two of which,
from a certain perspective, do look
like a man and a woman.
I walk into the Holy of
Holies and there I see them: Four
sitting statues that, to my still
healthy PHANTACEA, have to
represent the Moloch Sedon and his
three firstborn sons.
Guidebooks will give
you different names for them.
For example, they’ll tell you the
one sitting in perpetual darkness
(except in April and October, when
I was there, at which time sunlight
illuminates him for a few days) is
Ptah, the Prince of also just that,
Darkness.
Yeah, right! From that
moment forward, in terms of the
PHANTACEA Mythos anyhow, that
figure has to represent Bad Rhad!

All photographs taken by Jim
McPherson in Egypt, October 2000
Design, graphics and text by Jim
McPherson, 2006
Note: I built the graphic entitled
“Smiler’s Just a Faerie” over top of
artwork by Verne Andru from the
cover of PHANTACEA #6, 1980
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Coming Soon: The first, full-length PHANTACEA Mythos Mosaic Novel

Feeling Theocidal
Victory for European monotheism came in the Year of the Dome 4376: four
thousand, three hundred and seventy-six years after the onset of the Genesea.
Damasus, the Spanish-born Bishop of Rome, personally led the rabble that seized
the cave-temple on Vatican Hill dedicated to Mitravaruna. Within a matter of
weeks he usurped, for himself, the Mithraic high priest’s title of Pater Patrum, Papa
or Pope, replaced Greek with Latin as the principal liturgical language of the stillstruggling Church, and declared Rome the Apostolic See.
Meanwhile, elsewhere in the Outer Earth’s latest Celestial City, Jordan Tethys
was busy bagging the bishop’s best babe.

Unbagged & A s Yet Unsold

PHANTACEA #s 5 & 6 are gone. Issues #1-4 aren’t but those I have left are mostly returns or remainder
copies. I cherry-pick the best of what’s left and sell them for $5 each. Unsold copies of the graphic novel are
still in good shape. They’re available for $10 each. Shipping costs are extra. I’ll need a certified cheque or
money order first. Email me at jmcp@phantacea.com and we can work out the details.

• #1: Published in 1977, 32 pages, commences the PHANTACEA Mythos, drawn entirely by Dave Sim, introduces
the Cosmic Express and starts the ‘Centauri Island’ storyline
• #2: Published in 1978, 48 pages, includes the Launching of the Cosmic Express and the beginning of ‘The
Trigregos Gambit’
• #3: Also published in 1978, 48 pages, 2 different storylines (‘Helios on the Moon’ & ‘The War of the
Apocalyptics’)
• #4: Published in 1979, 56 pages, continues ‘Centauri Island’, ‘The War of the Apocalyptics’, ‘The Trigregos
Gambit’ and ‘Helios on the Moon’
• ‘Forever & 40 Days – The Genesis of PHANTACEA’; graphic novel published in 1990, drawn entirely by Ian Fry;
also features a Wilderwitch short story and additional details on the PHANTACEA Mythos

Add PHANTACEA to your list of online favourites. Check the pHpubs commentary page for lynx to the latest
chapters in its current web-serial, essays and information on upcoming novels and mini-novels featuring the
PHANTACEA Mythos. It’s been going since 1996 so there’s always plenty of good reading and viewing.
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